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     Jomark Graphics maintains a national installation network so that our clients can be confident that their 
project’s unique requirements will be successfully implemented. This network, combined with our design 
and production capabilities, provides our clients the assurance that only a full service turn key organization 
can offer. Our installers are trained to interface with clients in a retail environment and to accomplish their 
assignments so as to avoid the slightest impact to retail sales.

     The attached pages contain samples of the many turn key installation projects we have handled for 
our customers.

Antioch, TN
     After a site survey, Jomark constructed and installed 
light box units in this mall.  Construction was finished with 
framed cupola’s that mimiced the motif of the anchor store.

New York, NY
     This installation of a large lightbox in the window of a high 
traffic 5th Avenue Sleepy’s store kicked off the company’s 
association with well known designer Vera Wang.  After a site 
survey, Jomark fabricated the lightbox and graphic before  
shipping and assembling the unit on location in one of  
Manhattan’s most well known shopping districts.
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Milwaukee, WI
    Plates, saucers and other kitchenware were constructed from gatorboard 
with digital prints and assembled by the installation team on site.     
 
    Dimensional graphics were fabricated and  
installed inside the store to make use of  
visible areas on the tops of fixtures.   
Branding in these areas included product  
logos and lifestyle images

Miami, FL
     Jomark created a complete window solution for this 
South Florida Mall location. Our control of design,  
production and installation services allows us to  
complete a project on time and within budget.

Phillipsburgh, NJ
     These unusually shaped cashwrap lightboxes were  
constructed by Jomark for a retail megastore. Pre-assembly 
and preloaded graphics made for a fast installation.

Rockaway, NJ
     After an on site survey, custom framing was created for 
each graphic area. Special curved frames were also prefit 
with hanging hardware to make for a safe and easy  
installation. Graphic production was tailored to the  
custom frame modules in each section.
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Howell, NJ
    Exterior window graphics are no problem with the right tools.  
Jomark installers used a cherry picker to measure and install this  
adhesive vinyl graphic on site. On site measurements enabled a  
precise fit and clean finish to these two story window graphics.

Buckhead, GA
     The display features three dimensional graphics. They 
were mounted to the painted backwall and installed  
on site at this pharmacy outside of Atlanta.

Manhasset, NY
     Jomark’s installation solutions can extend to all aspects of store setup and 
refurbishment.  This Long Island location required a complete graphics package 
installation covering all areas of the environment. The central elevator shaft  
required a boom lift to hoist and install a series of box graphics up to the  
second floor. Boxes were fabricated to exact specifications at the Hicksville 
plant prior to installation. Cashwrap signage, department locators, banners,  
dimensional graphics and wall images were all part of the integrated  
signage system.


